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Thus every neighbourhood of x contains points y such that yQB and

P(y, A)=0. Hence

0 á P(y, At) £ P(y, A) = 0.

But this contradicts the continuity of P(x, A).
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DARBOUX FUNCTIONS OF BAIRE CLASS
ONE AND DERIVATIVES

C. J. NEUGEBAUER1

Introduction. Let I0— [0, 1 ] and let R be the reals. Let Bt be the

class of functions/: Io-+R of Baire type at most one, and denote by

D the class of functions/: I0—+R which possess the Darboux property,

i.e., take connected sets into connected sets. The class Bif~~\D is

abbreviated by (Bi, D). If A is the class of functions/: 70—»i? which

are derivatives, then we have the well-known relation AQ(BU D). It

is of interest to have characterizations for the classes A and (Bi, D).

In this paper two characterizations of (Bi, D) are given as well as a

characterization of A. This characterization together with one char-

acterization of (Bi, D) provides a measurement by how much a

function in (Bu D) may fail to be in A.

Throughout the paper we will use the following notation. For

A Qh, A° is the interior of A relative to I0, A stands for the closure

of A, and | A \ denotes the Lebesgue measure of A.

First characterization of (Bi, D). We have occasion to use the

following characterizations of B\. (1) fQBi if and only if for each

aQR the sets {x:f(x)^a}, {*:/(*) =a} are Gs; (2) fQBi if and only

if every perfect subset P of I0 has a point of continuity of /| P

(/restricted to P) [3].
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Theorem 1. fE(Bi, D) if and only if for each aER, the sets

{x : f(x) ^ a}, {x : f(x) ^ a} are G¡ with compact components.

Proof. Let/£(.Bi, D), and let aER. By (1) we only need to show

that the components of {x:/(x) ea), ¡x:/(x) ^a} are compact. Let

Q he a component of E= {x:/(x) ^a}. We may suppose that Q is a

nondegenerate interval with endpoints a<ß. If/(a) <a, then the set

f([a, ß)) would be disconnected, contradicting/£i£). Therefore, aEE

and similarly ßEE. Consequently, Q= [a, ß], and the proof of the

necessity is complete.

For the sufficiency we observe first that fEBi by (1). If we deny

fED, we have an interval [a, ß]CIo such that/([a, ß]) is not con-

nected. For notational simplification we may assume that [a, ß] = Io.

There exists aER such that the sets Ei = {x:/(x) Saj,

E2= {x:/(x)âa} satisfy I0 = EiKJE2, E^0, E2^0, and EiC\E2

= 0. Let \Q}i be the collection of components of Ei which are non-

degenerate, and let {öl2 be defined analogously. Let {Q} = {<2}i

W{(?}2. By hypothesis, each QE{Q} is compact, and two distinct

components in {Q} are disjoint. Hence the set P = h — \JQ° is per-

fect, where the union is extended over all QE {Q}. By (2) there is a

point xoG-P at which/| P is continuous. Since Io = Ei\JE2, we may

assume that xo£-Ei, and since EiC\E2=0, we infer that f(xo) <a.

Therefore,   there   is  a   S > 0   such   that   Is H P C Ei,   where   I¡

= [xo —5, xo + s]n/0.

Let QE{Q}t. We will prove that Isr\Q = 0. For, if Iir\Qr^0,
there is an endpoint y of Q which is in Is. Since yEE2f~\P, this con-

tradicts Isr\PCEi. Since every xEE2 — U<2° is in P, where the union

is extended over all QE{Q}2, we infer that IS(~\E2= 0, and hence

IsCEi. There is then QE{Q}i such that IsCQ, and thus XoGQ0,

contradicting x0£P. This completes the proof.

Remark. In the necessity of Theorem 1 we have actually proved

that for every fED the sets {x:/(x)^a}, {x:f(x)^a} have compact

components. Without the condition that these sets be G8 the converse

is not true as the example f(x) = 1, x rational, f(x) =0, x irrational,

shows.

Applications. Theorem 1 can be applied to show that various de-

rivatives are in (Bi, D). As an application, we will consider approxi-

mate derivatives and «th Peano derivatives. For the properties of

approximate derivatives that will be used see [2 ], and for those of the

«th Peano derivative see [4]. In these papers it has been shown that

approximate derivatives and wth Peano derivatives are in (Bi, D).

We will show that Theorem 1 provides a very simple proof of this

fact.
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Theorem 2. If f: Io—*R is an approximate derivative or nth Peano

derivative, then fQ(Bi, D).

Proof. It is known that fQBi [2; 4]. If Q is a component of

\x:f(x)'^a}, simple arguments used in the above mentioned papers

show that Q Q {x : f(x) ^ a}, and thus the components of {x : f(x) ^ a}

are compact.

Theorem 1 can be applied to provide a simple proof of a character-

ization of (Bi, D) due to Zahorski [S]. Let/: I<,-*R, and let for aQR,

Ea={x:f(x)>a\, Ba={x:f(x)<a).

Definition (Zahorski). fQMo(fQMi) if and only if for each

aQR the sets Ea, Ba are F, and each point of Ea, Ba is a bilateral point

of accumulation (condensation) of Ea, Ba, respectively.

Theorem 3. M0 = Mi=(Bi, D).

Proof. The inclusion MXQM0 is obvious, and (B\, D) QMi is easy

to prove. It suffices to show that MoQ(Bi, D). Since fQMt, implies

that fQBi, for each a QR, the sets {x:f(x)^a}, {x : f(x) ^ a} are Ga.

Let Q be a component of E = {x: f(x) âa}. We may assume that Q

is an interval with endpoints a<ß. If/(a) <o, the point a would not

be a right point of accumulation of \x:f(x) <a}. Hence/(a) ^a, and

similarly, f(ß) ^a. Thus Q=Q, and by Theorem 1 the proof is com-

plete.

Second characterization of (Bu D). Let { /} be the collection of all

nondegenerate compact subintervals of Jo. We shall use the notation

I—*x to denote xQI and 11\ —» 0. Following Gleyzal [l] we say that

an interval function <p: {/} —> R converges on I o if and only if for each

xQIo, limj.^ 0(J) exists. In [l], Gleyzal proved the following char-

acterization of Bi:fQBi if and only if/ is the limit of a convergent

interval function.

Definition. A function /: IÜ—*R is said to possess property (Ci)

if and only if for each IQ \l} there exists x¡QP such that I—*x im-

plies that/(*/)—>/(x), for each xQI0.

Remark. A comparison with ordinary continuity may clarify the

condition (Ci). A function /: Io—*R is continuous on 7o if and only if

(*) I—*x, xjQP implies f(x¡) —*f(x), for each xQI. Condition (Ci) is

a formulation of the weakest version of (*) in the sense that we only

require that in each P there is a point Xi so that I—*x implies f(xi)

-/<*)•

Theorem 4. fQ(Bu D) if and only iff has property (G).
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Proof. First, suppose that/ has property (Ci). If <j>(I) =f(xi), then

<t>(T)—>/(x) as I—*x. Consequently, by Gleyzal's theorem, fEBi. In

order to show that fED, we only need to show, by Theorem 1, that

the sets {x:/(x)^a}, {x:f(x)^a} have compact components. Let Q

be a component of E— }x:/(x)^<zj. We may assume that Q is a

nondegenerate interval with endpoints a<ß. Let x„£(a, ß) with

x„—>a, and let In= [a, x„]. Then In-+a, and thus/(x/J—>/(a). Since

x/„G^C<2, we have/(x/n) ^a, and thus f(a) ^a. Similarly, f(ß) }za,

and hence Q = Q.
The necessity is more complicated. We assume that fE(Bi, D).

Since fEBi, there is a sequence of continuous functions /„: Io~^R

such that fn—*f on I0. For each », select a finite number of intervals

Im, ■ ■ • , InJn in {/} such that J, = /^ ■ ■ ■ VJ/°,„, |/,4| <l/w,

fc=l, ■ • • , jn, and the saltus of /„ on each Ink is <l/w. Define

{/}i= {Ink, k=l, ■ ■ ■ , j„; n=\, 2, • • • }. We note that {l}icovers

Jo in the sense of Vitali.

Let {l}2 he the collection of all IE\l\ for which there exists

JE {l}i such that ICI, and let \l)3 be the collection of the remain-

ing intervals. For IE[l}2, let «o be the largest integer for which

there exists k, 1 ̂ k^jno, such that ICInok. Among the k's for which

ICInok select one k0, and call («o, ko) the pair associated with I.

Let IE{lf2 and let (n, k) be the pair associated with I. Since

fED,f(I) is a closed interval, and since /„ is continuous, f„(Ink) is a

compact interval. Hence there are points ynkEInk, £iEf(I) such that

\fn(ynk)   -|r|     =   dist [/■»(/„*), /(/)].

Since fED, we can choose x/GJ° such that |£r— /(x/)| <i/n. If

^G{íJ3, select any x/G-f0. For each 7G{^} we have now chosen a

point xiEI". We will verify that/(xr)—>/(x) if I—»x. We will proceed

in several steps.

Step 1. Let IG{/}2 and let (n, k) be the pair associated with I.

Then ICInk- We define 4>i(I)=fn(ynk). We will show that (¡>i con-

verges to / on 7o. This part of the proof is essentially a reproduction

of Gleyzal's argument [l] with some modifications. Let ÍEIo and let

\lj\ C{l}i be a sequence with Jy—»£. For each «, there is a ^'„>0

such that for 7>j„, IjCInk for some &. Hence, for 7>j„, |I»/*y| <1/«,

where (w3-, &3) is the pair associated with I,-. Since n,^n, we have that

»y—► oo and I.yty—►£ as j—» <».

Let i> be a positive integer. There is l>0 such that |/n(£) —/(£) I

< 1/£ for » > /. There is /' > 0 such that j > I' implies that n¡> max(p, I).
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Let j>max(/', /). Then

|*i(/y)-/(Ö|   =  I/.,(**) "/(Öl
è \fn,(y»fy) -/»/Öl + |/»y(0-/(í)|

1        1        2

rij      p       p

Hence fc(/y)-/(£).
Step 2. For 7E{7}, let <p(I)=f(xi), where :x/£70 is the point

chosen above. We will prove that </> converges to/ on I0. Let ££70

and let {Jy} C{7} be a sequence with 7,—»£. There isji>0 such that

j>ji implies IjQhk for some &. Hence for j>ji, IjQ{l}2. Conse-

quently, by step 1, 0i(7y)—*/((•). For j>ji, let («y, fey) be the pair

associated with Is. Then IjQIn¡k¡, /„,*,—*£, and 0i(7y) =fnj(ynjkj). Thus

| *(/,-)   - Uli) I    =    I/(*/,)  -/„,(**,) I

^ I/(*/,)-&, I + I fe,-/.,(**) |,
where £r, has been defined previously. Thus

| </>(/;) - Mli) I   < - + dist[f(/,), /.,(/»,*,)] g - + | fnj(Q - /({) | .
My My

Since /,>,(£)—*/(£) as/—>co, we infer that \4>(I,) — $i(7y)| —>0. Hence

<p(Ij)-^f(£), completing the proof.

Characterization of A. As before, let {7} be the collection of all

nondegenerate compact intervals of 70.

Definition. A function /: 70—*R is said to have property (C2) if

and only if for each IQ {l\ there is xiQP such that

(1) 7—*x implies that f(xj)—>f(x), for each xQI0,

(2) if 7=7iW72, 7?Pi/$ = 0, then

„ ,    fteù I h I +/(*/,) I u I
/(*r) = -

|A|   + |/i|

Remark. Condition (1) is the same as (Ci). Condition (2) says that

f(xi) is between f(x^) and f(xit). One may refer to (2) by saying that

f(x¡) is mean-valued. We note that (2) is the same as saying that

f(xi) \l\ is an additive interval function.

Theorem 5. /£A if and only iff has property (C2).

Proof. Suppose fQA. Then there exists F: 7o—>R such that on

7o, F'(x)=f(x). Let 7= [a, b] be in  {7}. Then there exists XiQP
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such that F(a) — F(b) =/(xr) | /|. Thus the interval function f(xi) \ l\

is additive. If Jy—»at, Ij = \a¡, bj], then

F(b,) - F(a,)
f(xi¡) =-►/(*).

bj — a¡

Conversely, assume that / has property (C2). Then, for each

IE{i\ there isX/G/° with the properties (1) and (2). Define F(0)=0

and for 0<x^l, define F(x) =f(x¡)111, where 1 = [0, x]. Since

f(xi)\ l\ is an additive interval function, it follows that for 1= [a, b],

F(b) -F(a) =f(Xl)(b-a).

Let xEh and let   }/y}c{/}   be a sequence with Ij-+x, and set

Ij= [aj, bj]. Then, since f(xij)—*f(x), we infer that

FQ>i) - F(a,)
-'fix).

bj  -  fly

Thus F'(x) =/(x), and the proof is complete.

Remark. Comparing Theorem 5 with Theorem 4, we observe that

the condition (2) in (C2) is precisely the property by which a Darboux

function of Baire class one may fail to be a derivative.

It is possible to rewrite Theorem 5 in a slightly different form. An

interval function d>: {l)—*R will be termed mean-valued if and only

if (¡>(I) 11\ is additive.

Theorem 6./GA if and only if fis the limit of a convergent and mean-

valued interval function.

The proof is the same as the one above.
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